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The American Slang Dictionary
Started in 1996, The Online Slang Dictionary is the eldest slang dictionary on the web. We bring you
more than 24,000 real definitions for over 17,000 slang words and phrases.
The Online Slang Dictionary | Real definitions. Real slang.
The Free Slang Dictionary A Slang Dictionary is an essential tool to understand the way
contemporary language is used in its informal context. This collection of Slang Dictionaries presents
you with a vast array of slang words and expressions, ranging from older and internationally
recognised slangs to modern day coinages, colloquialisms, vulgarities and many other substandard
usages of the ...
Slang Dictionary
Slang is informal, often entertaining, language . This page is part of Interesting Things for ESL
Students.
Commonly-used American Slang - 280+ Expressions
British slang and language related sites: Completely Lanky - a wonderful insight into the Lancashire
dialect. Based on Dave Dutton's reyt funny book of the same name.; United Kingdom English for the
American Novice - a listing of British words and phrases, from an American's perspective, including
some slang, with definitions in American.
Online Slang Dictionary and Language Links.
SlangSite.com is a dictionary of slang, webspeak, made up words, and colloquialisms. Browse our
listings, or submit your own slang words to our site.
SlangSite.com - The Slang Dictionary
American dream definition, the ideals of freedom, equality, and opportunity traditionally held to be
available to every American. See more.
American Dream - dictionary.com
The date and origin of this term is in dispute. Evidence seems to show that in the 1760s, French
colonists in the Mississippi Valley translated a Native American spoken term into the French
language as peau rouge, which was then translated into English as redskin. Through the early part
of the 19th century, American Indians continued to use their native word self-referentially, and it
was ...
Redskin | Definition of Redskin at Dictionary.com
British to American Dictionary and Translator. Look up and translate British words.
British Slang Dictionary - British Slang Words & Definitions
British to American and Translator. Look up and translate British words.
British Translator - Translate British to American
A monster-sized dictionary of English slang and British colloquialisms (informal speech) currently in
use in the UK, listing over 4000 slang expressions.
Dictionary of English slang and colloquialisms of the UK
A NINETEENTH CENTURY SLANG DICTIONARY . Compiled & Edited by Craig Hadley . PERIOD SLANG .
Humbug? Shecoonery? Useless truck or gum? Hornswoggling? Honey-fuggling?
A 19th Century Slang Dictionary - Mess No. 1
a slang term for posting or engaging with sexual posts on your main social media account, rather
than a secondary one that you’d usually use for that purpose. the phrased spawned on tumblr, after
ted cruz liked a vore fetish drawing on his main, verified account. “real men don’t wait until 4am to
get horny on main” “@_____ y’all nasty”
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Urban Dictionary, May 16: milk in first
Noslang's Internet & text slang dictionary is sorted by letter. Click on a letter above to see the
corresponding slang terms and their definitions.
Internet & Text Slang Dictionary
Recent Examples on the Web: Noun. The stilted dialogue is largely gone, replaced by a goofy but
still familiar take on teen slang. — Julie Muncy, Ars Technica, "Life Is Strange 2, episode 1 review:
New setting, same heart," 28 Sep. 2018 Use simple language, with no abbreviations, shortcuts or
slang.. -- Don’t send photos and videos.
Slang | Definition of Slang by Merriam-Webster
A list of all slang words in The Online Slang Dictionary.
The Online Slang Dictionary | Word List
This dictionary is a comprehensive and in-depth look at all the slang, vulgarisms, curses, and
insults, plus idioms, expressions, and a lot more, available in Spanish.
Spanish Slang Dictionary | Language Realm
Slang is language (words, phrases, and usages) of an informal register that members of particular
in-groups favor (over the common vocabulary of a standard language) in order to establish group
identity, exclude outsiders, or both.
Slang - Wikipedia
The BG-Map English (British) - American Dictionary Compiled by Mark Glicksman with the
Assistance of Crinan Alexander, The Royal Botanical Garden, Edinburgh and Malcolm Manners,
Horticultural Science Department of Florida Southern College
English (British) - American Dictionary - BG-Map
Boston to English Dictionary, with a list of words and pronounciations used locally in the
neighborhoods of Boston over the years, as well as in Greater Boston.
Boston to English Dictionary (Boston Slang)
In the United States, "redskin" is regarded as a racial epithet by some, but as neutral by others,
including some Native Americans. The American Heritage style guide advises that "the term redskin
evokes an even more objectionable stereotype" than the use of red as a racial adjective by
outsiders, while others urge writers to use the term only in a historical context.
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